MEMORANDUM TO:

Chief Education Supervisors, CID and SGOD
Secondary School Principals
Officers-in-Charge
Public and Private Schools

January 28, 2019

DIVISION OF CITY SCHOOLS
MARIKINA

RELEASED

RECEIVED
JAN 29 2019

RECORDS UNIT
4:10

FILM SHOWING OF MEN IN UNIFORM
OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL POLICE

Attached is DepEd Advisory No. 183, s. 2018 dated September 14, 2018 re: Film Showing of Men in Uniform of the Philippine National Police, content of which is self-explanatory, for information.

Wide dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

JOEL T. TORRECAMPO
Officer-In-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent
Advisory No. 183, s. 2018
September 14, 2018

In compliance with DepEd Order (DO) No. 8, s. 20...
this advisory is issued not for endorsement per DO 28, s.
but only for the information of DepEd officials,
personnel/staff, as well as the concerned public.
(Visit www.deped.gov.ph)

FILM SHOWING OF MEN IN UNIFORM OF THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL POLICE

The Philippine National Police through the Directorate for Police Community Relations and the Police Community Relations Group, and in partnership with the Active Media Production Co., announces the showing of the advocacy film, Men in Uniform for the School Year 2018-2019.

The film highlights the bravery, integrity, and sacrifices of police officers in the line of duty.

The film is appropriate for learners who are 15 years old and above.

Participation of public and private schools shall be subject to the no-disruption-of-classes policy stipulated in DepEd Order (DO) No. 9, s. 2005 entitled Instituting Measures to Increase Engaged Time-on-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith. This is also subject to the guidelines on the conduct of co-curricular and extra-curricular off-campus activities for public and private schools stipulated in DO 66, s. 2017 entitled Implementing Guidelines on the Conduct of Off-Campus Activities, and the no-collection policy as stated in Section 3 of Republic Act No. 5546, An Act Prohibiting the Sale of Tickets and/or the Collection of Contributions for Whatever Project or Purpose from Students and Teachers of Public and Private Schools, Colleges, and Universities (Ganzon Law).

For more information, contact:

Jose R. Olines Jr.
Associate Producer
Telephone No.: (02) 740-3006
Mobile Phone No.: 0921-592-6670
TO:

WILFREDO CABRAL
Office in Charge
Office of the Regional Director
Department Of Education
National Capital Region

Peace and warmest greetings from RFG Film Advocacy Production in Partnership with Active Media Events Production. Introducing the advocacy film entitled MEN IN UNIFORM, endorsed by PDG OSCAR DAVID ALBAYALDE Chief, Philippine National Police and in partnership and coordination with the Philippine National Police (PNP), through the Directorate for Police Community Relations and the Police Community Relations Group.

The police are often portrayed in Filipino movies in bad light. Such depictions may be harmful and demoralizing to the honest police force but through this movie MEN IN UNIFORM, we hope to get more inspiration from the real life stories of our men showcasing their bravery and honesty in service. The film also highlights the bravery, integrity and sacrifices of our police officers in the line of duty.

The movie is based on the real-life story of five police officers, namely, Chief Inspector Rolando Ramos, PO2 Conrad Balderon, PO2 Jumeil Javier, Senior Superintendent David Aragon and Senior Inspector Melinda Mallari. They are portrayed in the movie by actors Rayver Cruz, Alfred Vargas, Rommel Padilla, Jeric Raval and Empress Schuck.

In relation with this, we would like to request for an endorsement through Advisory to your office to the film to support the Block Screening of the film MEN IN UNIFORM in your respective AOR through the District Dep Ed Offices. The showing will be held at SM or Robinson Cinema nationwide to be participated by our students, parents and teachers and this is strictly on a VOLUNTARY BASIS.

Part of the proceeds of this noble undertaking will benefit the PNP's Recovery and Wellness Program as per agreed by both parties.

We are looking forward to being partners with your Organizations or Institutions in creating a worthwhile project that highlights some PNP personnel's good deeds and heroism.

For more information and coordination, please don't hesitate to contact Mr. Ronaldo Gaon, head organizer and advocates National Capital Regions.

Sincerely,

RONALDO FLORES GAON
Film Organizer & Advocate
Globe No. 0966-4127-209 / Pldt landline No. 5432427
Email Add: tsadisciplineoffice2018@yahoo.com
MEMORANDUM

TO: See Distribution
FROM: TDPCR
SUBJECT: Showing of PNP Advocacy Movie “Men in Uniform”
DATE: June 11, 2018

1. References:
   a. “Men in Uniform,” an advocacy film depicting the bravery, integrity and sacrifices of PNP personnel;
   b. Approved Memorandum by the Chief, PNP dated April 30, 2018 with the subject Request for availability of the Chief, PNP;
   c. Memorandum of Understanding between the PNP and Active Media Events Production Co.; and
   d. LOI Santing.

2. The PNP through the Directorate for Police Community Relations and Police Community Relations Group in cooperation with Active Media Events Production Co. have produced an advocacy movie “Men in Uniform” depicting the bravery, integrity, and sacrifices of police officers while in the performance of their duty. The said movie was favorably endorsed by the Chief, PNP. Part of the proceeds of this noble undertaking will benefit the PNP’s Recovery and Wellness Program.

3. The Active Media Events Production Co. is willing to visit your respective offices should you decide to have your own movie screening. Please feel free to coordinate with the “Men in Uniform” Associate Producer, Mr. Jay R. Rosales at mobile number 0906-428-0091 for the dates of availability of the movie screening in your area of responsibility and other information pertinent to the matter.

4. Should you have any further query about this matter, you may contact PSSUPT MARVIN JOE C SARO, Chief, Information and Communication Development Division, PCRG at 723-04-01 loc 3453 or 0917-867-1996.

5. For your appropriate action.

EDUARDO SERAPEO M GARADO
Police Director

Distribution:
All RDs, PROs
Dir, NSUs
MEN IN UNIFORM
SYNOPSIS

Police Officers have a very tough job. Who among us is willing to give our lives for people we do not know or for people who do not care about us? That is what they are willing to do every day they put on their uniforms and leave home.

Inspired by true stories, here are five police officers namely Sr. Insp. Rolando Ramos, being honored posthumously; for his bravery in leading SPO operatives in a series of buy-busts in different municipalities and provinces in line with the PNP anti-illegal drugs campaign. Ramos led his team in the successful arrest and neutralization of eight drug suspects. He died in the armed encounter with the suspects.

SPO3 Conrado Baldemor, demonstrated extraordinary bravery and dedication to duty when he served as negotiator during a hostage-taking incident that transpired in a public elementary school, thus, saving the lives of a two-year-old child and two female hostages.

PO2 Jumiel Javier of the PNP’s Police Security and Protection Group was also honored for stopping a robbery on board a moving public transport bus that resulted in the neutralization of three criminals and saving the lives of the passengers. Supt. David Aragon heads the Police District Intelligence and Operations Unit. He is behind the neutralization of some of Metro Manila’s most notorious car thieves, bank robbers, motorcycle-riding thieves.

Police Chief, Insp. Rolando Ramos, being honored posthumously for his bravery in leading SPO operatives in a series of buy-busts in different municipalities and provinces in line with the PNP anti-illegal drugs campaign. Ramos led his team in the successful arrest and neutralization of eight drug suspects. He died in the armed encounter with the suspects.

Police Senior Supt. David Aragon heads the Police District Intelligence and Operations Unit. He is behind the neutralization of some of Metro Manila’s most notorious car thieves, bank robbers, motorcycle-riding thieves.

Police Senior Inspector Melinda Malleri is the chief of the Women and Children’s Protection Desk of the Police Regional Office 1 Police Officer who was also named as one of the Ten Outstanding Policewomen of the Philippines for bringing to court hundreds of cases involving abuses committed against women and children.

ABOUT THE MOVIE AND ITS PURPOSE

Police stories are crime stories, a very popular movie and television fare. It is therefore normal for theme of these entertainment vehicles to be the police tracking down, investigating and solving crimes of all sorts. Good guys going after the bad guys. Certainly only some among the few policemen committing crimes.

Unfortunately, under the Duterte era, the police are viewed, for the greater part, as the bad guys going by worldwide news about the Philippines. Our country is certainly one police story today. In unabating display, the police commit acts that fall under the category of crimes against humanity. The Stories of these five among the many policemen who dedicated their lives in the call of duty will encourage the people in bringing back the trust in the PNP.
MEN IN UNIFORM

ROMMEL PADILLA JERIC RAVAL EMPRESS SCHUCK RAYVER CRUZ and ALFRED VARGAS

Starring

Introducing Ms. Leonora Sy

Featuring: PCSUPT Romulo Sapitula, PSSUPT Albert Ocon

Special Participation: PCI Dwight Fonte Jr., PCI Rolly Liegen, PCI Dinvir Revita

Production Staff

Director of Photography: GILBERT OBISPO
Screenplay: NEAL TAN
Film Editor: Sound: GILBERT OBISPO
Music: JAKE ABELLA
Assistant Director: EDWIN CONCEPCION
Associate Director: JAY R ROSALES
Production Designer: CYRUS KHAN
Assistant Director: ALEX MONTENEGRO
Schedule Master: TITO HILLARIO
Production Manager: SAM FALCALACA
Production Assistant: MARIZ ILLAG
Line Producer: JIMMY CONCEPCION

Executive Coordinator: PCI ZYRUS MICHAEL SERRANO
Producer: JOSE OLINARES JR
Executive Producer: LEONORA SY